
KURHOTEL SKODSBORG OPENS A NEW RESTAURANT 
WITH PRIVATE DINING AND EXCLUSIVE CHEF’S TABLE 

On Thursday the 28th January, Kurhotel Skodsborg will open its newest gastronomic 
space: The Restaurant by Kroun. Chef Erik Kroun and his team will pamper their guests 
with private dining and an exclusive chef’s table with a panoramic view of Øresund.  
Restaurant Manager Martin Troelsen guarantees international level service and carefully 

selects treasures from Skodsborg’s wine cellar to complement Erik Kroun’s creations.

DENMARK’S MOST BEAUTIFUL CHEF’S TABLE

”We look forward to pampering our guests with an utterly unique gastronomic experience in The Restau-
rant by Kroun, an experience that reflects the calm and enjoyment you can only find far from the hectic 

pace of big city life,” says Mai Kappenberger, CEO of Kurhotel Skodsborg.

”Our chef Erik Kroun and his team prepare a menu with a personal touch for guests, putting the final, 
perfecting flourishes to the dishes at the table.” Mai Kappenberger adds, ”The stage for their culinary 
creations is a one tonne Carrara marble table, probably the most beautiful Chef ’s table in Denmark.”

ULTIMATE FOOD AND DRINK

“Our guests expect that the beautiful facilities at the hotel and spa are matched by equally exciting 
gastronomic experiences,” says chef at Kurhotel Skodsborg, Erik Kroun, who gives his name to 
the new restaurant. “With The Restaurant by Kroun we have created an exclusive space where we can 

provide the ultimate experience in food, drink and hospitality.”

Erik Kroun has enjoyed overall responsibility for Kurhotel Skodsborg’s kitchen concepts 
since the autumn of 2014. He formerly worked at the Michelin starred restaurants, Kong 

Hans’ Kælder, Søllerød Kro and Sletten Kro.

GENUINE, HEARTFELT HOSPITALITY

“Our guests will be served by knowledgeable waiting staff with heart,” says Martin Troelsen,  
Restaurant Manager of The Restaurant by Kroun. “We have carefully hand-picked a team that 
knows how to deliver that special Scandinavian service combined with international standards, person-

ality and passion for their work.”

Martin Troelsen came to Skodsborg from a position as Restaurant Manager at Michelin 
starred restaurant, Marchal, at Hotel D’Angleterre. Martin trained as headwaiter at Kong 

Hans’ Kælder and is a member of the Danish Sommelier Association.
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BECOMING THE NORDIC REGION’S LEADING SPA HOTEL

The opening of The Restaurant by Kroun is part of a long-term design and development 
strategy in collaboration with architect Mikael Mammen, who specializes in holistic soluti-

ons for bars, restaurants and hotels.

”The Restaurant by Kroun is the perfect foil to our more informal dining spaces; The Lobby where 
guests meet for light meals, coffee or cocktails, and The Brasserie, where guests can enjoy a 3-4 course 
a la carte menu or a ”dish”, created specially each day by Erik Kroun,” says Mai Kappenberger.  

”This gastronomic upgrade is another step towards becoming the Nordic region’s leading spa hotel.”

MORE INFORMATION AND PHOTOS

Contact Mai Kappenberger at mai@skodsborg.dk or phone +45 2030 2811 for further 
information about The Restaurant by Kroun and/or high resolution photos.

FACTS ABOUT THE RESTAURANT BY KROUN

The Restaurant by Kroun serves simple, natural food with substance, 
based on the best seasonal local produce.

Opens  Thursday, January 28, 2016 
Opening hours  Thursday to Saturday 18:30 to 23:00

Address Skodsborgvej 139, DK-2942 Skodsborg 
Telephone +45 2790 2860 – Email  TheRestaurant@skodsborg.dk

Eight-course menu 900 DKK
Accompanying wine menu, eight small glasses 900 DKK

8-course full package with champagne, wine list, menu, water and coffee  
2,000 DKK per person

It is possible to book The Chef’s Table exclusively for parties of 8 to 14 people.
It is possible to book The Restaurant by Kroun for private parties.

Chef Erik Kroun 
Restaurant Manager Martin Troelsen
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MORE ABOUT KURHOTEL SKODSBORG

Kurhotel Skodsborg is an international spa hotel that is conceptually inspired by simple 
Nordic traditions where nature, history and beauty merge with knowledge, passion and 

innovation.

The spa hotel, which was established in 1898, is located in North Zealand, between 
Øresund and extensive woodland right next to Dyrehaven, and only 20 minutes by car 

from central Copenhagen.

The philosophy of the spa hotel builds on the principles of founder, Dr. Carl Ottosen, 
and his vision of the healthy life, while the hotel offers unique spa and fitness facilities in 

buildings designed by Henning Larsen Architects

In addition, Kurhotel Skodsborg offers state of the art meeting and conference facilities 
and a cuisine based on the best seasonal local produce.

FACTS

Kurhotel Skodsborg is a modern hotel with unique, well-designed spa and fitness facilities, 
ultra-modern meeting and conference rooms and a lounge bar and restaurant.

85 bright, modern rooms & suites 

The Lobby

The Brasserie

The Restaurant by Kroun

Kitchen Rex – show kitchen for educational, hands-on cooking schools 

Spa and international class fitness facilities

23 conference and banqueting rooms, 240 free parking spaces

Rehabilitation and convalescence, My Life Care

Other health specialists
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